Comparative analysis of tertiary structure elements in signal recognition particle RNA.
The signal recognition particle (SRP) is a ribonucleoprotein complex that associates with ribosomes to promote co-translational translocation of proteins across biological membranes. We have used comparative analysis of a large number of bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic SRP RNA sequences to derive shared tertiary SRP RNA structure elements. A representative three-dimensional model of the human SRP RNA is shown that includes single-stranded intrahelical and interhelical RNA loops and incorporates data from enzymatic and chemical modification, electron microscopy, and site-directed mutagenesis. Properties of the SRP RNA model are an overall extended dumbbell-shaped structure (260 A x 70 A) with a pseudoknot in the small SRP domain (a pairing of 12-UGGC-15 with 33-GCUA-36), and a tertiary interaction in the large SRP domain (198-GA-199 with 232-GU-233). The RNA 'knuckle' formed in helix 8 of SRP RNA appears to constitute the binding site for protein SRP54 or its bacterial equivalent, protein P48. A dynamic property of this feature may explain the hierarchial assembly of proteins SRP19 and SRP54 in the large SRP domain. Furthermore, the human SRP RNA model serves as a framework to understand details of the structure and function of SRP in all organisms and is presented to stimulate further experimentation in this area.